DETAILS OF SCHEMES
( Under Goa Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan )

1. Name of the Scheme:- Out of School Children

1. Objective of the scheme:-
   To bring all children from age group 6 to 14 years in school till the completion of Elementary Education. To identify Out of School Children (OoSC) either Never Enrolled or Drop-outs. To start Special Training Centres through NGOs to provide Special Training to the Needy Children in order to mainstream them.

2. Eligibility Criteria:-
   Out of School Children within age group 6 to 14 years.

3. Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (Cash/Kind/Subsidy):-
   Grant Sanctioned to NGOs for providing Special Training in the Centre as per the norms of SSA.

4. Procedure and formalities required to derive the benefits:-
   Survey of OoSC done through NGOs for identification.
   Approval of Special Training Centres by State Project Office of SSA.
   Grant Release after signing MOU.

5. Time limit of disposal of applications at various levels:-
   Immediately after Approval of Grant In Aid Committee (July of the year).

6. In case of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:-
   N.A.
II. Name of the Scheme: - Children With Special Needs

1. Objective of the scheme:-
   To cater to the special educational needs of the Children with Special Needs (CWSN) /Disabilities

2. Eligibility Criteria:-
   Disability (Intellectual, Physical, etc.)

3. Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (Cash/Kind/Subsidy):-
   Cash: Grant released for Activities for CWSN, Medical Assessments, Resource Room, Home Based Education, TLM, Trainings of Educators, Volunteer Educators, Assistive Aids, and Corrective Surgeries.

4. Procedure and formalities required to derive the benefits:-
   Plain Applications received from Parents, Heads of Schools, and others giving case-wise details with specific individual needs.
   Medical certificate if available

5. Time limit of disposal of applications at various levels:-
   At the earliest possible.

6. In case of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:-
   N.A.
III. **Name of the Scheme**:- Early Childhood Care & Education (ECCE)

1. **Objective of the scheme**:-

   To develop the foundation for Education in the preschool period of the child and prepare for Elementary School in a child friendly, developmentally appropriate approach.

   To develop Master Trainers for Training AnganWadi Workers (AWWs)

   To strengthen the skills of AWWs.

   Health Assessment

2. **Eligibility Criteria**:-

   Age 0 to 6 years.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (Cash/Kind/Subsidy)**:-

   Grant for Training and Training Kits.

4. **Procedure and formalities required to derive the benefits**:-

   Training to Master Trainers and Training to AWWs

5. **Time limit of disposal of applications at various levels**:-

   To be launched by September 2012

6. **In case of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included**:-

   N.A.
IV. **Name of the Scheme:** - **Supply of Free Textbooks**

1. **Objective of the scheme:**

   SSA was launched in Goa in 2005 at the instance of GOI (65% Central share and 35% State share) to improve human capability in children, early child care and education. Free textbooks to all children in Government and Government Aided schools/institutions are provided to overcome financial burden.

2. **Eligibility criteria:**

   All children of elementary level from I to VIII are eligible.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):**

   SSA provides textbooks to all children in Government and Government Aided to overcome financial burden from Std I to Std VIII.

   In Kind

4. **Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:**

   The beneficiaries need not apply, GSSA approaches the beneficiaries through the schools/institutions.

5. **Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:**

   By the end of June 2012.

6. **In case of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included.**

   No. of Students.
V. **Name of the Scheme: - Teacher Grant**

1. **Objective of the scheme:-**
   Teacher grant is provided to all teachers on annual basis to facilitate child centered, Joyful classroom processes by using self developed, low cost, locally available teaching learning material.

2. **Eligibility criteria:-**
   Teacher grants @ Rs. 500/- per teacher in primary and upper primary stage. Transparency in utilization for low cost teaching aids.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):-**
   In Cash

4. **Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:-**
   The amount is sent to the Heads of the schools of Primary and Upper primary schools for onward distribution to teachers.

5. **Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:-**
   Till end of the Academic year that is March 2012.

6. **Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included.**
   N.A.
VI. **Name of the Scheme:** - **School Grants**

1. **Objective of the scheme:**-
   School grants are provided to all Government and Government Aided schools on annual basis for the replacement of non-functional school equipment and for incurring other recurring cost, such as consumables, play material, games, sports equipment etc. The amount for Upper Primary schools will include items for science laboratories and computer education requirement.

2. **Eligibility criteria:**-
   All Govt. and Govt. Aided schools/institutions are eligible.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):**-
   Rs. 5000/- per year per primary school and Rs. 7000/- per year per Upper primary schools are allotted.

4. **Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:**-
   GSSA approaches the schools/institutions.

5. **Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:**-
   Till end of the Academic year that is March 2012

6. **Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:**-
   N.A.
VII. Name of the Scheme: - Maintenance Grants

1. Objective of the scheme:-
   To provide annual maintenance and repairs of existing school building and other facilities to keep up the infrastructure in good condition.

2. Eligibility criteria:-
   Schools upto 3 classrooms will be eligible for Maintenance Grants upto maximum of Rs. 5000/- per school per year.
   Schools more than 3 classroom will be eligible for Maintenance Grants upto Rs. 10,000/- per school per year.
   Must involve Elements of Community Contribution.

3. Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):-
   By cash.

4. Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:-
   Primary and Upper Primary schools will be treated as separate schools for the purpose of Maintenance Grant even if they are functioning from the same premises.
   There must be transparency in utilization.
   To be spent only by VEC/SMC.

5. Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:-
   Till end of the Academic year that is March 2012.

6. Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:-
   N.A.
VIII. Name of the Scheme: - Computer Aided Learning

1. Objective of the scheme:-
   Innovation fund for computer aided education (CAL) to maximize coverage in upper primary schools with special emphasis on Science and Mathematics.

   Hardware and software training, maintenance and resource support, if required will be included in this component.

2. Eligibility criteria:-
   Upper primary schools are eligible.

3. Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):-
   Innovation fund for CAL of Rs. 50 lakh per district per year.

4. Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:-

5. Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:-
   Till end of the academic year that is March 2012.

6. Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:-
   N.A.
IX. Name of the Scheme: - Innovative Intervention for SC/ST/OBC/Minority Children (Skill Development Program).

1. Objective of the scheme: -
   Objective of the scheme is to instill the students the love for work and imbue them with technical skills. It also aims at providing opportunities for artistic expression and discovering of innate potential for creating self employment avenues in the future.

2. Eligibility criteria: -
   It is meant boys of Std VII and VIII of SC/ST/OBC/Minority Community.

3. Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy): -
   Assistance is provided to 1500 boys (608 in North and 892 in South District) @ of Rs. 300/- per head. Paid in cash.

4. Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits: -
   The beneficiary has to undergo 5 days training program of Thermocol Carving, Glass painting and Shell work in each block to be conducted by Part time Instructors in Art Education and Work Education of Goa Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan.

5. Time limit of disposal of application at various levels: -
   Till end of the academic year that is March 2012.

6. Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included: -
   N.A.
X. **Name of the Scheme:** - Child Friendly Elements

1. **Objective of the scheme:-**
   To have joyful time while in the school.

2. **Eligibility criteria:-**
   To all.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):-**
   In kind (funds are given to VEC to take up these works as per local needs).

4. **Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:-**
   Beneficiaries need not apply.

5. **Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:-**
   Ranging from 15 to 90 days.

6. **Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:-**
   N.A.
XI. **Name of the Scheme:** - **Ramps with CWSN**

1. *Objective of the scheme:*
   Development of Infrastructure to elevate the difficulties of the children.

2. *Eligibility criteria:*
   To all.

3. *Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):*
   In kind (funds are given to VEC to take up these works as per local needs).

4. *Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:*
   Beneficiaries need not apply.

5. *Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:*
   Ranging from 15 to 90 days.

6. *Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:*
   N.A.
XII. Name of the Scheme: - M.S. Grills for Varandah

1. **Objective of the scheme:-**
   To protect the school properties by animals and anti social elements.

2. **Eligibility criteria:-**
   To all.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):-**
   In kind (funds are given to VEC to take up these works as per local needs).

4. **Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:-**
   Beneficiaries need not apply.

5. **Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:-**
   Ranging from 15 to 90 days.

6. **Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:-**
   N.A.
XIII. **Name of the Scheme:** - **Compound Wall**

1. **Objective of the scheme:**
   To demark the school land and to avoid any encroachment.

2. **Eligibility criteria:**
   To all.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):**
   In kind (funds are given to VEC to take up these works as per local needs).

4. **Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:**
   Beneficiaries need not apply.

5. **Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:**
   Ranging from 130 to 120 days.

6. **Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:**
   N.A.
XIV. Name of the Scheme: - Additional Classroom

1. **Objective of the scheme:-**
   To have separate classrooms as far as possible for different standards.

2. **Eligibility criteria:-**
   To all.

3. **Pattern of Assistance & Type of Assistance (cash / kind/subsidy):-**
   In kind (funds are given to VEC to take up these works as per local needs).

4. **Procedure & formalities required to derive the benefits:-**
   Beneficiaries need not apply.

5. **Time limit of disposal of application at various levels:-**
   Ranging from 120 to 180 days.

6. **Incase of beneficiary oriented scheme a check list should be included:-**
   N.A.